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Dear Confluence readers,

One of the areas in which I find deepest pride as both a resident and 

representative of the Wood Buffalo region is the incredible cultural diversity of 

our community. During my residency in this exciting region I have seen it grow to 

include individuals and families from around the world, bringing together their 

unique cultural heritage and traditions and strengthening our own community 

through their contributions.

Multiculturalism is a vital part of being Canadian and Albertan. We are a 

country and province that has always embraced new arrivals, welcoming them 

to become part of our Canadian and Albertan family while retaining their rich 

cultural history and sharing it with us so we can all enjoy the tremendous 

benefits of a multicultural society.

The strength and energy of the multicultural community in the Wood 

Buffalo region is plainly evident and furthered by the work of the Multicultural 

Association of Wood Buffalo. One of my favorite phrases is: “The World Meets in 

Wood Buffalo”, and I believe this to be absolutely true given the large number of 

local cultural groups, associations and even the hundreds of national flags flown 

in local schools depicting their students’ countries of origin.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to share my thoughts on 

multiculturalism in our region, which I believe has become a fundamental and 

vital of our community and society in Wood Buffalo.

Honorable Don Scott QC

MLA, Fort McMurray-Conklin

Minister of Innovation and Advanced Education Deputy Government House Leader

Wood Buffalo is the epitome of multiculturalism. Our cultural intersections shape 

shift and enrich us every day, whether recently arrived or have roots that go back 

several years, many generations.

Though we may travel our own cultural corridors, there are an incredible number of 

points of intersection everyday in our city between people of entirely different cultural 

backgrounds.

How do these intersections influence us? What kind of patterns of behavior and 

lifestyle evolve as a result? How do we relate to one another and build our sustainable 

community enriched by each interaction? 

You are invited to be part of  

Confluence by contributing a story, picture 

or poem about your everyday experience of 

multiculturalism on the streets, in workplaces 

or social events etc. in Wood Buffalo.

Executive Director: Mary Thomas 
Program Development Manager: 
Caitlin Downie 
Outreach Co-ordinator: Fisayo Adegbite 
Event and Volunteer Coordinator:  
Krystell O’Hara
Administrative Assistant: Jyothi Muthal
Board of Directors: Sana Elache, Jonathan 
Song, Sara Florez, Ramazan Nassery, Kouame 
Adie, Cindy Julaton, Don Grose, Rita Zhan, 
Paul McWilliams, Doug Nicholls and Alexandra 
Tarasenco

Message from 
Don Scott

Email your contribution  

to Mary Thomas at  

executivedirector@multiculturefm.org  

or call us  
at 780 791 5186
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Multicultural Stories
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Crossing the linguistic divide:  
From Germany to Canada for love’s sake!
Jasmin Herold

G
ermans are known for valuing 

diligence, thoroughness, 

education, manners, and 

structure. An old German idiom says 

“Ordnung muss sein!” loosely translated 

into, “there has to be order!” There is an 

almost proverbial desire for a sense of 

order and formality. This formality stuck 

out as the main bone of contention for me 

on my Canadian rendezvous.

When I moved to Canada to make a film, 

little did I know what life had in store for 

me.  I did not think that I would find my 

love in another country. However through 

our time together, we had to work across 

the linguistic divide.

The land of maple syrup and bears 

is the dream of so many of my Teutonic 

fellows. In fact, we Germans are obsessed 

with Canada. Canadians have wilderness, 

burgers and Nickelbeck. Germans have the 

Black Forest, sausages and Rammstein. 

So we are quite similar and English is 

also a Germanic language, so why write 

about cultural differences? Aren’t we 

quite the same? That is what I thought 

when Michael, my Canadian boyfriend, 

and I started seeing each other in Fort 

McMurray two years ago. We were wrong, 

very wrong. 

Just one sentence was enough to 

shatter the German Canadian agreement 

on peace and similarity. “You irritate me”, I 

mentioned to one of Michael’s friends one 

evening. A sudden cold silence descended 

on the conversation in the room and two 

pairs of eyes stared at me. “Some wine?” 

I asked but the friend shook his head and 

said: “I think I have to go now“, and he 

grabbed his jacket and left in a rush. “Why 

did he leave so abruptly? Does he not like 

the wine?”, I asked innocently. “Are you 

 It was my 
meeting with 
Michael that made 
life meaningful. 
However through 
our time together, 
we had to work 
across the 
linguistic divide.
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serious?” Michael responded. I did not 

understand what he was referring to. “You 

can’t call someone irritating!”  

“No? I did not know that.” The German 

word ‘irrtierend“ is as harmless as the 

word ‘offensiv.’ The first means something 

like ‘confusing’ and the second stands for 

‘active.’ Now I was irritated and confused 

at the same time. How could it be that two 

so similar words have completely different 

meanings? 

The problems with our cultures which 

seem to have so much in common are not 

the differences but the similarities. Words 

like the ones mentioned are very tricky 

for a native German speaker because the 

spelling is nearly the same. So I inferred 

I was on safe ground by using them as 

I would in my language. They have the 

same root but developed totally different 

meanings over the centuries. To cut it 

short: These words are like false friends 

who smile into your face and gossip behind 

your back. 

I know that we as Germans can 

sometimes be considered rude but we 

are actually not rude, at least not more or 

less than people from other nationalities. 

We just say what we think and this is 

disturbing to Canadians. 

When Michael was in Germany, we 

visited a friend of mine. We had not seen 

each other in a long time so we had a lot 

of catching up to do. Sarah is a writer 

and after a while we started talking 

about writing theories. Her opinion was 

completely different from mine and so we 

got into a heated discussion. One glass fell 

off the table because I hit the table so hard 

when I shouted “HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT 

CHEKHOV IS OVERATED? “ Sarah started 

shouting too and called me old-fashioned 

regarding my writing references. “THAT IS 

BULLSHIT JASMIN!,“ the bottle of wine in 

the middle of the table trembled as a hand 

rushed to grab it. It was Michael’s hand 

and his face was as white as a bucket filled 

with chalk. He looked terrified and I did not 

Multicultural Stories

Now I know 
that admitting 
“I do not know” 
can restore the 
German Canadian 
agreement 
on peace and 
camaraderie once 
again
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Multicultural Stories

I learned that 
our cultures are 
similar yet very 
different. I did not 
know this in the 
beginning and it 
caused me quite a 
bit of trouble

know if he got sick or drunk or both at the 

same time. 

Sarah and I continued to yell some 

more until she said: “Oh it is already late. 

Maybe we should go to bed now“, and she 

kissed me goodnight on the cheek. “How 

wonderful that you guys are here and 

what a great evening“, she said. “What’s 

wrong?” I asked watching Michael’s face 

a bit rosier than before but still pale. “I 

cannot believe it“, he said. “You guys 

shouted at each other like you were at war 

and then you kissed each other goodnight! 

I thought we had to find a hotel for the 

night! “ That evening Michael began to 

understand the ‘Streitkultur (The culture 

of arguing)’. You discuss a matter, argue 

about it, sometimes things get heated but 

not personal and then you forget about it. 

On the other hand Germans are quite 

formal. I remember that I was deeply 

offended when Michael asked, “What?”, 

because he did not understand something. 

“This is rude! You can not say this to 

somebody if you want them to repeat their 

sentence.” ‘Bitte’ (this can be ‘please’, ‘you 

are welcome’ ‘Pardon me?’ ‘Excuse me?’)” 

is the word to sail within the German sea 

of kindness. Even ads have the ‘Bitte’ as 

a slogan (‘Bitte ein Bit’, ‘Bit’ is a German 

beer).  

Of course, misunderstandings are not 

very pleasant especially if they lead to 

very awkward situations. The linguistic 

differences are quite an eye opener and 

broaden one’s horizons. Language is much 

more than verbal communication. It is 

the understanding of the other person’s 

culture. I am quite happy that these 

misunderstandings happen so we can 

see each other’s cultures in a new light. 

I learned that our cultures are similar 

yet very different. I did not know this in 

the beginning and it caused me quite a 

bit of trouble. Instead of addressing it, I 

argued about it and that got me deeper 

into trouble. Now I know that admitting 

“I do not know” can restore the German 

Canadian agreement on peace and 

camaraderie once again. 
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When we 
left Canada, 
we thought we 
had lost much. 
Instead, we 
gained so many 
memories and 
experiences, and 
I will always be 
grateful for it.

Travel to my Country

Home to Venezuela and back 
Alejandra Ravenstein

I 
had lived in Canada for a long time, 

and I considered it my home. When I 

was told that I had to leave the country, 

I was devastated. My family and I came 

here as refugees, but we were denied 

refugee status many times. We applied for 

permanent residence, but that would take 

years. Finally Immigration Canada gave its 

verdict: we had to go back to Venezuela, 

and wait for our PR status there. 

Going back to Venezuela, after living 

in Canada for 6 years, was definitely a 

shock. Our first days were a whirlwind of 

emotions, ranging from grief at having 

lost everything, to excitement at getting 

to see our large extended family again. We 

got back on time for New Year’s 

Eve, which 

was always 

a big event. I 

got to dress 

up, and meet my cousins who were all 

grown up. Settling in was difficult, since 

I was now accustomed to a completely 

different way of life. Bars in the windows, 

and tall walls surrounding houses were 

everywhere. Security in the country was 

poor, and I was told to avoid going outside 

unaccompanied.

However, once I got used to the way 

of life, I was able to appreciate how 

amazing Venezuela really is. The weather 

is always hot, so any day is a good day to 

go swimming. The landscapes are simply 

amazing, some even breathtaking. My 

favourite part was the food. Exotic fruits, 

cheese, chocolate… The list could go on 

and on. Even foods that are seen here 

taste even better over there. Every time my 

family felt like having a treat, we would go 

to the street vendor who was just around 

the corner to buy what we called ‘street 

6

Did you know?
 Palafitos are houses built on 

the Maracaibo lake. When 

the Spanish came and saw 

those houses it reminded 

them of VENICE and hence 

the name VENEZUELA 

meaning Little Venice in 

Spanish.
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I took an art 
class with a cousin 
of mine who shares 
my love of art. I 
learned to crochet, 
and gave away 
many crocheted 
items as presents. 

Travel to my Country

burgers.’ Now, these burgers are not 

like the burgers Canadians know 

well; these burgers had a taste of 

heaven, packed with meat, sauces, 

vegetables, and other ingredients, 

that only one burger could make for 

two full meals. 

When we left Canada, we 

thought we had lost much. Instead, 

we gained so many memories and 

experiences, and I will always be grateful 

for it. We got to spend time with our 

family, some of whom have passed away 

since then. I was able to be with my cousin 

Miriam when she delivered her baby, my 

cousin Richard when he got engaged, two 

cousins’ weddings, graduations, birthdays, 

and so much more. I even found time to 

pursue my interests. I took an art class 

with a cousin of mine who shares my love 

of art. I learned to crochet, and gave away 

many crocheted items as presents. 

Two years 

later, we finally got word 

that we were able to come back to 

Canada. We were ecstatic. But at the 

airport, with everyone saying goodbye, 

it was more bittersweet than anything.  

Going back taught me how important 

family really is, and how we should 

never take them for granted. I hope to 

someday go back to Venezuela to see all 

of my family again, especially all the new 

additions that I have not met yet.

Sometimes things we count a loss can 

be such a blessing! 
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Friends across borders

Are Cultural Differences  
REALLY Differences?
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JOWAHER BERHAN

JOWAHER BERHAN

AYSHA KADOUR

AYSHA KADOUR

My background is Eritrean 

but I was born in Edmonton 

Alberta and raised in Fort 

McMurray.

I appreciate Aysha because 

she is always there for me 

and I can depend on her. 

She is very generous and 

will never accept repayment 

for anything she has bought 

for me.

My background is Syrian but I was born in Texas, 

USA and mostly raised in Fort McMurray Alberta. 

Friendship is one of those things that no matter 

where you’re from or what language you speak it’s 

based on mutual compatibility. Our differences 

connect us and our similarities bring us closer to 

each other.  They say if a friendship lasts longer 

than 7 years, it will last a lifetime. Well so far 

we have had an eleven year friendship that will 

hopefully continue to grow and flourish. The main 

thing that started our friendship was the fact that 

we both went to the same small school. We were 

also in the same class, and that had helped our 

bond grow. 

We appreciate each other because of the fact that 

we grew up with each other and we have shared 

many memories together.

I appreciate Jo (her nickname I gave 

to her a long time ago) because 

she is someone who I can confide 

my problems in. She is patient and 

understanding, and no matter how many 

ever times I complain about something 

that irritates me, she always listens and 

puts up with me. 

Our cultures balance each other out 

because we share the same religion and 

speak the same language. We were also 

raised with similar beliefs and values. 
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Cultural Dos and Don’ts

Germany

W
ith international travel 

becoming so essential and 

affordable, learning about a 

country’s culture and etiquette, before 

visiting the place, has never been so 

important. Germany, being the third 

largest economy in the world, is a great 

platform for international business. 

GREETING ETIQUETTE

When introduced to a person, shake 

hands and maintain 

eye contact. Stand 

at an arm’s distance 

while conversing. 

Avoid touching, as this 

is considered as an 

invasion of privacy.

As far as 

addressing people 

is concerned, never 

address people with 

the first name, unless 

specifically asked to 

do so. The title Herr 

(for men) and Frau (for women), should be 

used before their last name.

Greet a new person with ‘good morning’ 

or ‘guten tag’.

DINING ETIQUETTE

Never eat with your fingers in Germany. 

Only bread is broken by hand. 

Place your hands on the table while 

eating (not the elbows). 

Do not begin eating; until your host says 

‘guten appetit’, which means enjoy your 

meal.

Placing your knife and fork side by side, 

indicates you are done with your meal. 

If you place them crossed, it means you 

haven’t finished with the meal.

RESTAURANT ETIQUETTE

When dining at a posh restaurant, you 

need to wait to be escorted and seated. 

Water has to be ordered separately and 

paid for either carbonated mineral or still 

water.

GUEST ETIQUETTE

When invited for dinner, never be late. 

It’s considered appropriate to take a 

bouquet, box of sweets or a bottle of wine 

for the host. 

While giving flowers, it is best to stick to 

yellow roses or tea roses and for wine stick 

to Italian or French wine.

Take off your shoes before entering the 

house, unless advised otherwise by the 

host.

It is important to finish everything on 

your plate.

Send a thank you note to the host, the 

next day to express your gratefulness.

BUSINESS ETIQUETTE

Don’t be late for a business meeting. At 

the end of a business meeting, Germans 

generally rap their knuckles on the table, 

instead of applauding. So don’t be taken 

aback!

DRESSING ETIQUETTE

For business meetings, formal attire is 

expected. For men, it is dark-colored suits 

(with tie), and for women it can be formal 

suits or conservative dresses. 

The customs and etiquette will vary 

from one part of the country to the other. 

Keep your eyes open; observe the people 

around you and imitate them more or less. 

This will help you avoid major cultural 

blunders. All the best! Never be late for a 
business meeting
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What’s keeping you from 
your perfect job? 
Excerpted from The Globe and Mail

W
hen Samera Grigorescu moved 

to Canada in 2002, she knew 

that she would have to work 

her way up the corporate ladder. However 

she never imagined that it would be so 

difficult to find a career that matched her 

qualifications.

In her native Romania, she worked at 

Bancpost, a Bucharest-based bank, where 

she held a post equivalent to vice-presi-

dent of operations. Though she made only 

about $400 a month and struggled to get 

by financially, she had an MBA in banking 

and stock exchange management, and 

managed eight of the bank’s branches.

She certainly had the know-how, she 

thought, for a job in Canada’s financial 

services sector. When she went to inter-

views in her field, however, hiring manag-

ers would turn her away, saying she did 

not have enough Canadian experience.

“I said ‘I’m so sorry, I don’t know 

what is different in Canada. A cheque 

is a cheque everywhere in the world, a 

payment is a payment everywhere in the 

world, a deposit is a deposit – it’s nothing 

different.’ ”

After a series of odd jobs, 

she finally landed a co-op 

placement at Canadian 

Imperial Bank of Commerce, 

followed by a data entry posi-

tion with AGF Trust during the 

2004 RRSP season. That led 

to a position as a mortgage of-

ficer, followed by a promotion in 

2006 to a supervisory position. 

But four years later, Ms. Grigore-

scu felt stuck in that role, unable 

to advance.

“I knew that I had to work hard – I’ve 

worked hard, and I still have to work 

hard – but I was also aware that it may be 

something more, and I couldn’t pinpoint 

exactly what it was,” she said.

That’s when Ms. Grigorescu decided 

to enroll in the Rotman School of Man-

agement’s Business Edge program, a 

six-month course held on evenings and 

weekends designed to provide interna-

tionally educated professionals with the 

soft skills needed to advance their ca-

reers in Canada. The executive education 

program, offered through the University 

of Toronto’s business school, provides 

classroom instruction and one-on-one 

coaching about the ‘unwritten rules’ of 

the Canadian workplace – from network-

ing tips to culturally appropriate commu-

nication skills.

“If you want to have a job, yes, you can 

have a lot of jobs, but if you want to have 

a career, you have to have the soft skills to 

understand what is required from you and 

how to navigate,” 
If you want to 

have a job, yes, 
you can have a lot 
of jobs, but if you 
want to have a 
career, you have to 
have the soft skills 
to understand what 
is required from 
you and how to 
navigate
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Ms. Grigorescu said.

Established as a pilot program in 2008 and developed 

in 2009 with funding from provincial and federal govern-

ments, the Business Edge program is open to immigrants 

with strong English-language skills who were trained 

abroad and have worked in Canada for at least a year.

Selena Williams, Business Edge program manager, 

said the curriculum is advanced because students al-

ready have a basic understanding of Canadian workplace 

culture.

“Every IEP [internationally educated professional] who 

comes into the country through the skilled immigrants 

category definitely has very high qualifications in terms 

of education and technical skills, but the interpersonal 

skills and the soft skills is where they always have is-

sues,” explained Ms. Williams, who immigrated to Canada 

herself in 2003 from India. “For the manager, it’s very 

hard to figure out – is it because of their personality or is 

it cultural? Where [the issue] is cultural, providing them 

with that support and feedback really makes a huge dif-

ference.”

Ms. Williams said that nuances in Canadian business 

culture can be difficult for new immigrants to pick up on. 

For instance, Canada is less hierarchical than many Eu-

ropean and Asian business cultures, and promotions are 

given to those who pursue responsibilities, as opposed to 

those who work hardest at their assigned tasks.

“Feedback in Canada is just so different from many 

parts of the world,” Ms. Williams said. “It is just so indirect 

that very often many immigrants miss the cues com-

pletely.”

Furthermore, while North American business culture 

values small talk and networking in the workplace, others 

look down on interpersonal office relationships.

“I think a lot of it does come down to communication, 

and understanding how to communicate differently in 

a Canadian corporation, whether it be through e-mails, 

face-to-face meetings, or when you’re doing a one-on-

one with your boss,” said Julie MacDonald, a mentor for 

the Business Edge program, who worked with Ms. Grig-

orescu. “Understanding how the Canadian corporate cul-

ture works, I think, is critical to anyone’s career, whether 

they’re born in Canada or they’re from another culture.”

More than a decade after arriving in Canada, Ms. Grig-

orescu has her career back on track, now in a managerial 

position, and said she is confident that she will continue 

to excel.

“The only regret that I had is that I didn’t [enroll in the 

program] earlier,” she said. “That would have saved me a 

lot of pain.

Literally Speaking
Poetry from the community

A Blank Page
It’s a blank page so nice and clean

Representing a place you’ve never been

A starting over, a new begining,

As in sports, the very first inning.

It is not married or flawed by time,

But marks a new era in your mind

It is fresh and untouched

With this blank page you can do so much

It looks the door on ghosts of the past

Where dark grey shadows are often cast,

Into the future it will not go

To second guess what tomorrow holds.

But to the present it will bow,

Building upon the here and now.

Going one step at a time

Without forecasting its design

It’s a bank page that’s there and waiting

on all the things your contemplating.

It will take your hand and dance with you

as it writes your world so fresh and new

It’s a starting over and an open door

So what are you waiting for?

Change your world with pen and paper

for life is just a mist and vapor

Here one moment, gone the next

things need’nt be so complex.

So make the most of what you’ve got

And start your life at this blank spot.

If you messed up yesterday, so what

There’s a new beginning at this blank spot

No need to live inside your cage

Begin again with a new blank page.

- Shirley Coukell
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My favourite  Cultural Dish

Caitlin Downie
Morroccan Couscous

1 kg (2 lbs. 3 oz.) dry couscous (not instant)

1/4 cup vegetable oil

1 kg (2 lbs. 3 oz.) lamb or beef, cut into large pieces 

on the bone (or 1 whole chicken)

1 large onion, coarsely chopped

3 tomatoes, peeled and coarsely chopped

1/4 cup vegetable oil

1 1/2 tablespoons salt

1 tablespoon pepper

2 teaspoons ginger

1 teaspoon turmeric, or 1/4 teaspoon Moroccan 

yellow colorant

1 handful of parsley and cilantro sprigs, tied into a 

bouquet

1/2 of a small cabbage, cut into 2 or 3 sections

3 or 4 turnips, peeled and halved

10 carrots, peeled and halved

1 or 2 tomatoes, peeled and quartered

1 or 2 small onions, whole or halved

1 small acorn squash, quartered (or a small section 

of pumpkin, cut into 3” pieces)

4 or 5 small zucchini (long or 8-ball round), ends 

removed and halved

2 or 3 small sweet potatoes, peeled and halved 

(optional)

1/4 cup dry chickpeas, soaked overnight (optional)

1/2 cup fresh fava beans (optional)

1 or 2 jalapeño or chili peppers (optional)*

2 tablespoons butter (for the couscous)

1 tablespoon salt (for the couscous)

1 teaspoon smen (Moroccan preserved butter - 

optional)

12

Prep Time 
30 minutes

Cook Time:  
2 hours

Total Time:  
2 hours,  
30 minutes

Yield:  
Generously serves 
6 adults

INGREDIENTS
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PREPARATION:

Note: A free range chicken (djaj beldi) 

will require the same cooking time and 

procedure as indicated below for beef 

or lamb. If using a regular factory-

raised chicken, remove it from the 

pot when fully cooked and set aside. 

Return it to the pot to reheat for a few 

minutes just prior to serving.

Mix the meat, onion, tomatoes, oil 

and spices in the bottom of a tagine. 

Cook uncovered over medium to medi-

um-high heat, stirring occasionally, for 

about 15 minutes, or until the meat is 

browned and the onions and tomatoes 

have formed a thick sauce.

Add 2 1/2 liters (about 2 1/2 quarts) 

of water, the parsley/cilantro bouquet, 

and the chick peas. Cover, and bring to 

a boil over high heat. Reduce the heat 

to medium, and simmer rapidly for 25 

to 30 minutes. (Note: If omitting both 

meat and chick peas, there’s no need 

to simmer before proceeding to the 

next step.)

FIRST STEAMING OF THE COUSCOUS

While the meat is cooking, get the 

couscous ready for its first steam-

ing. Oil the steamer basket and set it 

aside. Empty the dry couscous into a 

very large bowl, and work in 1/4 cup of 

vegetable oil with your hands, tossing 

the couscous and rubbing it between 

your palms. (This will help prevent 

the couscous grains from clumping 

together.) Next, work in 1 cup of water 

in the same manner, using your hands 

to evenly distribute the liquid into the 

couscous. Transfer the couscous to the 

oiled steamer basket.

Add the cabbage to the broth, and 

place the steamer basket on top. Once 

you see steam rising from the cous-

cous, leave the couscous to steam for 

15 minutes.

Note: If you see steam escaping from 

between the basket and couscoussier, 

you’ll need to seal the joint. You can do 

this in several ways:

  wrap and tie a long piece of damp 

cloth over the joint, or

  tightly wrap a long piece of kitchen 

plastic film around the joint, or

  wrap and drape a long piece of 

kitchen plastic film onto the rim of 

the couscoussier, and then place the 

basket on top (this is my preferred 

method)

Once the couscous has steamed 

for 15 minutes, empty it back into your 

large bowl and break it apart.

SECOND STEAMING OF THE COUSCOUS

When the couscous has cooled enough 

to handle, gradually work in 2 cups of 

water and 1 tablespoon of salt with 

your hands. Again, toss the couscous 

and rub it between your palms to break 

up any balls or clumps. Transfer the 

couscous back into the steamer, tak-

ing care not to pack or compress the 

couscous.

Add the turnips, tomatoes, onions, 

carrots and fava beans (if using) to 

the pot. Place the steamer basket on 

top of the couscoussier, and steam 

the couscous a second time for 15 

minutes, timing from when you see 

the steam rising from the couscous. 

(Again, seal the joint if you see steam 

escaping.)

When the couscous has steamed for 

15 to 20 minutes, turn it out into the 

large bowl again. Break it apart, and 

leave to cool a few minutes.

If using pumpkin, add it to the cous-

coussier, and cover the pot.

THIRD STEAMING OF COUSCOUS

Gradually work 3 cups of water into the 

couscous with your hands, tossing it 

and rubbing the grains between your 

palms. Taste the couscous, and add a 

little salt if desired.

Transfer about half of the couscous 

to the steamer basket. Again, try to 

handle the couscous lightly and avoid 

packing it into the steamer.

Add the squash, zucchini, and 

sweet potatoes to the couscoussier, 

and place the steamer basket on top. 

(Again, seal the joint if necessary.)

When you see the steam rise 

through the couscous, carefully add 

the remaining couscous to the steam-

er. Continue cooking, watching for the 

steam to rise from the couscous. Allow 

the couscous to steam a third time for 

a full 15 to 20 minutes. At this point, all 

of the vegetables should be cooked. 

Test the vegetables to be sure, cooking 

longer if necessary. Taste the broth – 

it should be salty and peppery – and 

adjust the seasoning if desired.

If you’re using smen, add it to the 

sauce in the pot.

SERVING THE COUSCOUS AND VEG-

ETABLES

Empty the couscous into the large 

bowl, and break it apart. Mix in the 2 

tablespoons of butter with 2 ladles of 

broth.

To serve the couscous, shape it 

into a mound with a well in the center. 

Put the meat into the well, and ar-

range the vegetables on top and all 

around. Distribute the broth evenly 

over the couscous and vegetables, 

reserving one or two bowlfuls to of-

fer on the side for those who prefer 

more. 

FALL2014 Multicultural Association of 
Wood Buffalo
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A message of  Health

Booster Seats Are Best!
Tammy Novak

Seat belts 
in vehicles are 
designed to protect 
and secure an 
adult in a crash by 
distributing the 
force of the collision 
over safe areas of 
the body

T
he begining of winter is the perfect 

time to remind yourself and your 

loved one the importance of buckling 

up. And while you take responsibility for your-

self, you must also take responsibility for any 

children traveling with you. A child can be at 

risk for serious injury, even death, when not 

properly restrained in a vehicle.  

According to a recent study by Parachute, 

a national injury prevention group and a 

partner of Alberta Health Services (AHS), not 

nearly enough Canadians are knowledgeable 

in booster seat usage and the role they play 

in safely transporting children.  The study 

indicates that three-quarters of Canadian 

parents with children between the ages of 4 

and 9 don’t use booster seats, when in fact 

all children who weigh between 40 and 80 

pounds, under 4’ 9”, or under 9-years-old 

should ride in a booster seat.

Seat belts in vehicles are designed to 

protect and secure an adult in a crash by 

distributing the force of the collision over safe 

areas of the body.  A child who is between 

40 and 80 lbs, is under 4’ 9”, or younger than 

9-years-old does not fit an adult seat belt. 

A booster seat will ensure that the seat belt 

does not sit too high on a child’s abdomen 

and neck. Without a booster, the seat belt 

itself can cause serious internal injuries in 

the event of a collision. The Alberta Occupant 

Restraint Program states that children in 

a seat belt alone are three and a half times 

more likely to be hurt in a crash than when 

buckled into a booster seat.

There are two types of booster seats 

sold in Canada: a backless booster and a 

high back booster. Several five-point child 

restraint systems will also convert to booster 

seat for use with children over 40 pounds. 

Both types of booster seats are safe when 

used only with a shoulder/lap seat belt and 

according to the safety seat instruction 

manual. However, if the back seat location 

does not have a head rest, a high back 

booster or adjustable booster must be used.

Children are safest in a booster seat 

until they are over 80 lbs or 4’9” or are over 

9-years-old. The Alberta Occupant Restraint 

Program states that a child is ready to 

use a seat belt only if all of the following 

statements apply:

  Your child can sit so his or her whole back 

is touching the back of the vehicle seat.

  When sitting back, your child’s knees bend 

comfortably at the edge of the vehicle 

seat.

  The lap portion of the seat belt is riding 

low across the hips, touching the tops of 

your child’s legs.

  The shoulder portion of the belt is cross-

ing between your child’s neck and arm.

  Your child can and will remain in this posi-

tion for the entire trip.

Remember: Never put a child restraint in 

front of an air bag. Children under 12 are 

safest in the back seat.  

Tammy Novak, Health Promotion Facilitator with 
Alberta Health Services North Zone

For more information check out www.saferoads.com/vehicles/child-safety-seats.html or 

contact Safe Communities Wood Buffalo at (780) 743-0006

FALL2014 Multicultural Association of 
Wood Buffalo



 Activities

1.  Launching the World meets 
in Wood Buffalo with a 
Flag March that displayed 
cultures and countries 
represented in Wood Buffalo

2.  Ainsworth Wisdom gets the 
entire crowd singing, “All of you”

3.  Ethiopian dancers bring 
their unique dance to the 
Wood Buffalo audience

4.  Northwind Cree dancers 
from Fort McKay

5.  Caitlin and Mary are excited 
about the new Multicultural 
Calendar Sep14 – Aug15

6.  Greeters with a big smile, 
Patience and Elaine

7.  Fort McMurray Salsa Dancers

8.  Karina and Mathew from 
InMotion Hoop and Poi
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 Fort McMurray Unity walk brings together all cultures and 

culminates at the Royal Canadian Legion with laying of wreaths for 

the fallen soldier Nathan Cirillo

5
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Please register on  
www.multiculturefm.org/programs

Creative Design by: 
Amar Deshmukh

www.twitter.com/MCA4WB

www.facebook.com/MulticulturalAssociationOfWoodBuffalo

 Activities
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UPCOMING  
EVENTS

Cross Cultural Parenting Program   
Oct 18 - Nov 29th, Saturdays 9:00-1:00
MCA Board Room, First United Church

Financial Literacy  
Nov 15, Nov 29, Dec 13, 1:30-2:30
MCA Board Room, First United Church

Home Maintenance  
Nov 15, Nov 29, Dec 13, 2:30-3:30
MCA Board Room, First United Church

Health & Wellness  
Nov 8, Nov22, Dec 6, 1:30-2:30
MCA Board Room, First United Church

Filipino Cookery  
Nov 22, 10:00-12:30
Holy Trinity Food Lab

British Cookery
Dec 6, 10 -12.30
Ecole McTavish Food Lab

Women’s Rights Workshop for Human 
Rights’ Day Dec 10 all day event
Miskanaw Ball Room, MacDonald Island

1.  Brady Academy of Irish Dance 
rocked the stage with their 
spectacular performance

2.  Tahitian dance by Jasmin Ulmer

3.  Jamie Gartner lends her voice 
to the famous Newfoundland 
song, Saltwater joys by Buddy 
Wassisname and the other fellars

4.  Morning Glory by Nrityalaya 
School of Indian Dance

5.  MCA staff Fisayo, Caitlin, 
Jyothi, Krystell and Mary

6. Highland dance

7. Tunisian Raqs by Jasmin Ulmer
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